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The purpose of this note is to verify a conjecture of Jantzen [1, Sectio:n 31 
concerning a certain mapping of the congruence classes of the congruence A on 
{a, b}” generated by the single relation abbaab -e. 
For X, y E {a, bj*, define xabbaaby *-)xy and my Hxabhaaby, and let A be the 
reflexive and transitive closure of H. Let G be the quotient of (a, b}” by the 
congruence A, i.e., G is the monoid presented by (a, b; abbaab = 1). This monoid 
is ir1 fact a group, since a(bbaab&(bbaab)aAe and (abbaa)bAb(abbaa)Ae [l, 
Lemma 1.11. 
We will show that the homomorphism h defined below, taking G onto a linear 
group, is an isomorphism: for each X, h(x) is a 2 x 2 matrix with rational entries, 
with h(x) = h(y) if and only if &y. As a consequence, i=ach congruence: class of 
A is, as a language in {a, b)*, recognizable by a deterministic Turing machine in 
log (n) space. By contrast, no finite union of these congruenc8e classes is a context- 
free language [1, Theorem 1.21. 
Definition. Let 
and B = 
and let tr be the homomorphism on {a, b)” determined by defining 
h(b)=B. 
By calculation, h (abbaab) = ABBAAB is the identity matrix I and 
that if x&y then h(x) = hi y). To prove the converse, it: is convenient 
representation of the entries of h(x). 
h(a)=A, 
it follows 
to have a 
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Definition. Let A kje the function on {a, 6)” given by A(x) = # &) - # &), where 
#,(Jc) is the number of occurrences of the symbol c in x. Define a function f on 
{a, 6)” by induction as: f(e) = 0, f(xa) =f(x) and f(x6) = f(x) + (-2)A(r); so that 
f(x) := l ((-2)1”‘y’: the string y6 is a prefix of x). 
It is c:asily verified that 
and, in particular, f( uu) = f(u) + (-2JA’“‘f(v). The function f is thus a homomorphism 
on the set of strings with A( l ) = 0, or oft the corresponding subgroup of G. -4pplying 
the Reidemeister-Schreier algorithm (see, e.g., Proposition 4.1 of [3]) to find a 
presentation of that subgroup gave rise to the following set of strings anId in addition 
revealed some of the facts proved*below. 
Definition. Let yo = ba and for n 2 1, tet y,, = a ‘6 (66aa6)“-‘ . 
Notice that, for n 2 0, f( yn) = (-2) a and y,,&z”ta’--“, i.e. ~,a”-‘&(b. 
Lemwt 1. (a) For all i, j 2 0, yiyjAyiyi* 
(bj For al,! n *O, yi+&y,‘, ay,Ay,+la and ynbAby,t+l* 
Pro& (.a) All strings in the set (a ‘“b”, bmam, (ab)‘“, (ba)‘“: m 3 1) commute with1 
each other under A[l, Theorem 3.11; that is, for example, (a%“)(a”b”)A. 
(am6m)(a”6n) for n, m 20, so also (am6”)-‘(a”6”)~(a”6”)(a”6”)~~~‘. Since yn&b 
an6n(an-16n-l)-l, it follows that yiyi&yiyi for all i, j. 
(b) Using (a) and the definitions, y~+lyn~yn+lynyn+l~~~’ ‘66aa6K” e* 
a”a -n * me so yi+l<sy,‘. Also, ay,a-‘;?;a(an6cl’-n)a-‘c?;an+‘ba.-n~yn~~ and 
6y,.~,b-‘~6an”6~-“6-‘~(6~)yna-‘b-’~yn since 6a = yo commutes wrth y,!. 
Lemma 2. For ail w Al (a, b}“, if A (w ) = 0 then w is congruent to a wutrd in 
1 yo, y:, YZt = l *I*. 
Proof. Let Y be the set of strings { yo, ~1, ~2, . . .}. Note first that if u E Y* then 
aua-’ * 1s congruent to a word in Y*, since (from Lemma l(b)) ay,c!-‘Ay,,+l for 
n Z= 0; and hub-’ is congruent to a word in I’*, since by,b-’ **ylI-l *For n 2: 1 and 
(as is easily shown) 6~06~ ’ * +*yi2&;. The result now follows by indxtion 13n 1x1, 
once it is observed that if 1x1 >0 ;and A(x) = 0, then x has the form 12~6~ 01’ 6~ tj 
with A(u) =:A(u) = 0. 
Theorem. For all w E (a, b)“, h(w) = I if and only if w&e. Thus, G is isomorphic 
to the group of 2 x 2 matrices generated by A, B. 
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Proof. Consider any srring w E {a, b}*. As noted abr, ve, if w&e then h ( w ) = I. 0n 
the other hand, suppose 
h(w) = 1 ‘-2:“’ ,,,,I = I.
Then in particular, (-2)““’ = 1 SO A(w) = 0. From Lemmas l(a) and 2, w is therefore 
congruent to a word w’= yi”’ 9 l l y,k’“’ for integers k(O), . . . ? k(n), and f(w’) = 
f(w) =-0. Using Lemma l(b), we may assume tha! k(l), . . . , k(n)~(--1,0, 1) and 
thus 0 = k(O)+C;=, 0 (for 
- l 9 
Corollary. For each finite set S c (a, b)“, the language UWES[w] can be 
recognized in deterministic log space, where [w] denotes the congruence class of A 
ccn taining w. 
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